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Editor’s Edicts
The Spring Edition of the magazine is always one of the hardest to put together,
primarily because very few events have
taken place between the last magazine
and this one - and for very good reason
too. Hence I often tend to try and hold
back a few articles from previous editions,
which is why you see articles in this edition covering events such as CarFest South,
and London 2016. So, you can blame me
for the late appearance of some articles.
However, this edition has been harder
than most as I have had the added challenge (or, I should say opportunity) of
learning (or, I should say wrestling with)
some new software to put the magazine
together. This should make producing the
magazine much easier moving forwards,
but there is a certain learning curve to
overcome first.
Anyway, enough of my ramblings and on
to more interesting Bear matters, as it is
always a hive of activity behind the scenes
at this time of year with the planning of
all of the activities for the year ahead. A
full list of forthcoming events can be found
inside the back cover as usual, but I would
like to add my normal reminder that the
website diary page is always up to date,
and reflects changes and additions after
this magazine has gone to print. So use
the Forthcoming Events page as a guide,
but then visit the website diary section for
a complete up to date picture - and then
contact the event organisers of course, if
you would like to attend. There are plenty of events around the country.
For new members who have never participated in a Dream Rides event before,
Marcus Barr has put together a detailed

guide on what you need to do in advance,
and what to expect during a Dream Rides
event itself. However, please remembr
that if a Dream Rides event is not for you,
then don’t worry as we also have just social events as well, such as Paul Bonsall’s
weekend away at The Fat Lamb that you
can see advertised on Page 13 - I believe that there may still be some spaces
left, so if you are interested please get in
touch with Paul.
Mike Webber has put together some notices and windscreen cards that can be
used at Dream Rides events which the
event organisers may find useful - see
Page 20.
The main front cover pictures this time was
taken at at the Wales Rally GB Rallyfest,
and shows Simon’s Event Support Vehicle
which is used to help out at a large number
of events every year - expect to see more
of this car during the year. I’m not sure
exactly what Simon and Tony are doing
in the picture though, but they seem to be
keeping a sharp eye out for any potential
victims for them to cone. The small cover picture is from the London 2016 event
as the Rollers roll through London in what
appears to have been a very successful
day enjoyed by all - with a huge amount
of unseen effort in the background from
Max and his team to make things happen.
That’s it for now. Look forward to seeing
you throughout the year.

Mike Webber
has put together
some notices and
windscreen cards
that can be used
at

Dream Rides

events which the
event oranisers
may find useful
see

-

Page 20.

Happy reading, and even happier driving.
Keith Borkett
editor@sportingbears.co.uk
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ChairBear’s Chatter
Welcome to the Spring edition of Bear
Facts, possibly my favourite time of year
in the Bears calendar. The anticipation
of the Bear Year ahead, there are event
proposals flying in (and out!) at a rate of
knots, and much excited chatter of forthcoming events. I am currently synchronising my diary with Bob’s racing plans, oh
yes and Huw’s sporting commitments, so
hope to see as many of you as possible
as we work our way around the country
attending as many events as we can.

ours is buzzing with the emergence of our
cherished cars from their winter hibernation. On a positive note my 356 is undergoing a restoration process and I hope it
will be back on the road around Easter
time, the Atom is having its body panels (I
appreciate there are not many of them!!)
resprayed to match our race cars colour
scheme, and the E Type has had the gear
box and diff rebuilt and the brake discs
and pads upgraded. On a negative note
the squirrels have had a field day on our
drive and have managed to chew through
We have recently returned from the AGM, a wiring loom, fuel line and gearbox
which was held at the British Motor Muse- earth - only £2500 worth of damage!!!!
um in Gaydon. A massive thank you to all
of you that attended, it is always great Neil McMillan wrote an article in the last
to see so many members take the time to Bear Facts on the Manchester Classic Car
come along.
Show. I would like to congratulate Neil
firstly for a hugely entertaining and inOver the past year the committee have spiring article and secondly for stepping
spent a considerable amount of time re- up as an event organiser, even if it was
vising the infrastructure of the club and I initially tentatively. I think the suggestion
was happy to be able to report on this of an event buddy is a brilliant idea and
at the AGM. In summary this includes a will hopefully encourage more members
comprehensive but simple safeguarding to take the plunge and organise an event.
policy, a compliance procedure for drivers personal disclosure and an inclusive So it’s back to getting ready for the Bear
updated drivers declaration form. Since Year for me, see you at the NEC Practithe AGM we have finalised a “guide to cal Classics Restoration show for those
Dream Rides” document and an outline attending and looking forward to seeing
for event organisers drivers briefings. As many more of you throughout the season.
a committee we consider these latest additions to be essential tools for each mem- Best wishes, Lisa
ber in order that we can fully understand
what is expected of us at events. No member wants to risk compromising future at- Vice ChairBear
tendance of the club at any event so we Well, I’m writing this at the end of Febfelt it was very important that guidelines ruary, Storm Doris has just battered the
were laid down more clearly. More on this country and there’s certainly been no hibernation for the Bears this winter. I’ve just
can be found on Page 10.
enjoyed my first AGM as Vice Chairman;
It gives me great pleasure to welcome thank you to all who attended and for
two new members to the committee; we your contributions.
have a new club secretary, Rob Ellis, and
a new membership secretary Peter Gillatt. One of the day’s agenda items was reA massive welcome to you both I do hope galia. The current product range being
you enjoy your new roles and we are all offered has been reviewed. We’ll be
reducing the number of colour options to
looking forward to working with you.
those that have proven to be popular and
Well I’m not sure about your house but also adding a range with a modernised
Page 4
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Lisa Binfield,
ChairBear

....the squirrels
have had a field
day on our drive
and have managed
to chew through
a wiring loom,
fuel line and
gearbox earth

- only £2500
worth of damage!!!

Jo Parish,
Vice ChairBear

formation on prices, to
see some samples and
for order details please
see the ad at the bottom of Page 8.

version of the logo. In
conversation over the
last 12 months, many
members have asked
for something a bit
more current. We have
therefore worked on a
‘team kit’ taking inspiration from Formula 1
teams. Final designs
have been signed off
and the range should
be available online
soon, follow the link
from the Sporting
Bears website.

Finally, our promise to
get out and about and
visit the regions has
been renewed for this
coming year with the
Committee descending
en masse on the Koala
region with Huw and
Trudi very kindly hosting us for our quarterly
meeting on the first weekend in March at Biggin Hill AirThanks go to member Andrew Robinson who, through his port. Huge thanks to you both and also Signature Flight
company print465, has designed a Dream Rides Driver Support for the use of their fine facilities in the private
Card. These are optional mementos for drivers to give jet terminal.
out to passengers who have taken a Dream Ride. For in- 				regards, Jo
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT - Peter Gillatt

P

lease let me introduce myself as your brand new, just Simon Parish turning up at
your house and surroundout of the showroom Membership Secretary!
ing it by cones (joke! - but
I trust quite a few know me and have met me, but over you never know!!). New
the last few years I’ve been a bit of a Northern Bloke members - Simon is our
having driven at several events and enjoyed the smiles first response man whose
that gave me the reason to do more for Sporting Bears. Land Rover is filled with
So here I am, having stepped up to this role having sad- cones (not the type you
ly been unopposed at the AGM – so we do need more lick, but you can if you
members to think ahead and let us know if they wish to want to!).
be on the Committee in the future, as willing members
My mission is now to conare always needed to do that extra mile.
tinue the great work of Hilary along with attending
It’s a changeover month as I get to grips with the fantas- meetings all over the Country so I can put many, many
tic work carried out by Hilary Cannon - who was respon- member names to faces.
sible for changing over the membership system from a
time consuming manual slog to the great web based Hilary – Thanks from ALL the Membership for your dediMembership mojo we all now enjoy (Hilary is stepping cation and work for Sporting Bears over the last few years.
down now it’s got easier!!).
If you have any questions about your Membership,
We have some 748 active members whose subscriptions please do not hesitate to email me at:
we need to collect to ensure the Club can function so that membership@sportingbears.co.uk
every pound we receive in donations can go straight to
Peter Gillatt
the Charities we support.
So PLEASE PLEASE make a timely renewal payment in
future or I will instigate my new system which will involve

Membership Secretary

CHARITY SECRETARY’S REPORT - Caroline McSean

The Maria Hanson Foundation have been busy over the
winter trying to get experiences in place to make memories for families who so sadly won’t make it together
until their caravans open in March. Heart breaking for
mothers of young children and a 7 year old boy (Maria
managed to get a visit of storm troopers
and Darth Vader to his house as he is so
very poorly).
They have now put in various ways to
help with ‘give hope, give a holiday’. The
caravan holiday costs £200 including
all facilities, utilities and the Haven Park
Pass and a beach hut for each holiday
for a week is £50. Memory boxes are
£10 for each family.
Page 6

Their supporters are able
to see where every penny goes, and they have a
few saving £1 coins and
loose change to then donate £10; some groups
are aiming to raise £50 or
£200 over the year. They
can equate what they
raise/donate to the tangible goods to
give families
so very much in need, a holiday and those
special little extras.
They have also set up on the website the
facility to be a member at different rates;
£20 a month, £50 and £100.
Following support from the Sporting Bears
in 2016 accessible decking is all in place
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now, making the transition to the caravan so much easier, The display is the ‘Stars of Steelhouse Lane’ at the top
of Victoria Square, in front of the Birmingham Town Hall
and a special plaque is in place.
For families, this adds so much comfort to their holiday. & Council Hall.
Maria has worked with the designer and there is a large
play / seating area with a locked gate to ensure the
whole family can be together inside and outside.
Their next step will be to make the caravan accessible
too; the Bears have given them a great head start and
they are deeply appreciative.
In January Mark Guidery, General Manager of Zoë’s Place Baby Hospice in
Middlesbrough wrote to say:
“Many thanks for absolutely making my
week and giving the hospice a great
start to 2017.
One of our volunteers has just been
opening the post and has brought me your letter with a
cheque for £5,800. That is a brilliant donation and on
behalf of all the team here at the hospice I want to say
thank you to you and all the members of the Sporting
Bears.

They tell the stories of individual children who have &
are having treatment at the BCH Rare Disease Unit. All
very ‘telling’ stories, as we would expect.

‘Stars of Steelhouse Lane’ refers to the location of Birmingham Children’s Hospital, which is where this UK’s
first ‘Rare Disease Centre for children’ is & where the
We will be sending out a thank you certificate that you
new building is being built.
can show to the members in the next day or so.
Over the past few years it has been a pleasure to get
to know some of the Bears and Tony Beverley has been
a regular visitor to the hospice. We are very lucky to
have such good friends and we send all of you our best
wishes for a peaceful and healthy 2017.”

Fountaindale is a Specialist SEN school situated in Mansfield, Nottinghamshire that offers an inclusive education
for pupils aged 3 to 19, who have complex physical
and sensory needs.

They are currently fundraising for music therapy for the
pupils. They have benefitted from using the services of
We supported Birmingham Children’s hospital’s rare
a Music Therapist to deliver one-to-one and group sesDiseases Unit at the NEC Classic Car Show in November
sions with pupils and received the following feedback
2016. They were also running a promotional campaign
from their Specialist Teaching Assistant for Visual and
at the time in the city.
Hearing Impairments:
“The impact music therapy has had on our pupils has been
simply amazing! Music therapy has given the parents
hope and a way to improve communication and interaction
between families and their children. It has shown parents
what
their
children are
capable of
and inspired
them to continue
the
good work.
Parents who
are tired, low and frustrated have hope. One family are
using footage to prove to their relatives that their child
BEAR FACTS Spring 2017
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can communicate, is aware, understands and has a personality. This has helped to open up her world.”
Each session costs £35 so a donation of between £200
and £2,000 could make a considerable difference to
the pupils.
Footsteps Foundation. When Mae Fox’s mum and dad
decided to tie the knot, all she wanted was to be able
to walk them down the aisle.
In 2014, little Mae had the specialist SDR spinal surgery
which can help some children with cerebral palsy by reducing spasticity. After the surgery, it is very important
to have intensive physiotherapy, so Mae, aged 6, was
going to Footsteps regularly to build up her strength
and ability.

ding was the special day the family
had dreamed of,
with Mae looking beautiful in
her dress walking
mummy down the
aisle!
Her proud family
wanted to share
their story and
photos with friends
of Footsteps Foundation to show
how important the
therapy is and the
real-life stories be-

Many children go to Footsteps for pre and post-surhind the scenes.
gery therapy. When Mae first went to Footsteps at 4
years old she could only get around by crawling, or in Mae’s achievement shows what is possible through Footsteps therapy. It is truly life-changing and has practical,
a wheelchair.
everyday uses, as well as leading to magic one-off moThrough hard work and incredible determination, Mae
ments!
has achieved the spectacular feat of learning to walk!
She now walks about with her K-Walker and the wed- Caroline McSean
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Be part of the
world’s biggest classic
motor racing festival

All-inclusive tickets
are fabulous value,
providing:
■ A packed schedule of historic motor

racing on the famous GP circuit

■ Full access to the paddocks –

get close to the cars and talk to
the drivers

■ Great viewing from the grandstands

and on the big screens

■ The chance to display your car with

like-minded enthusiasts inside the
event when buying a car club
package.

■ A vintage funfair & much more!

... all included in the ticket price!
“It really is a jewel in the
classic motoring calendar”
2016 Car Club member

Use the official club booking code:

17037SCC
‘Early Bird’ ticket savings end 31st March

www.silverstoneclassic.com/clubs

/silverstoneclassic

@silverclassic

@silverstoneclassic

/silverstoneclassictv

Official Charity

Official Partners

Est. Korea 1954

VOLUNTEERING AT A DREAM RIDES EVENT - Marcus Barr
Being a Dream Rides driver is a fantastic experience,
ments for the day.
you get to drive around in your pride and joy and talk • The event organiser will send you details of how to
about it to a captive audience! It may be the most enjoyget there, how to gain entry, where to park and who
able job at the event but Dream Rides can only operate
to report to when you arrive.
with a team manning the booking desk, garage area,
marshalling etc. If you get the chance it’s a good idea WHEN YOU ARRIVE
to go to a Dream Rides event to see how it runs before • Report to the booking desk with your signed documents, insurance details and car photograph.
you volunteer to drive.
But when you are ready to drive for Dream Rides, what • Let the booking desk know what time you would like
to take your lunch break.
do you need to know? There are basically two sorts of
Dream Rides events:
• Make sure the booking desk have the correct mobile
number for you.
• Fund-raising Dream Rides, at which visitors make a
donation to our chosen charity and in return are giv- • Confirm the emergency contact number for the day
en a ride in one of the cars, usually on public roads.
and enter it into your phone.
• Fun-raising Dream Rides, at which invited individu- • Check the time for the drivers briefing.
als are given a ride. These are usually closed events
Before the event opens, you will be asked to sign a Perput on for families known to a specific charity.
sonal Disclosure Form to state that you have not been
At these events, the driver of each car pays their ex- involved in any prosecution involving an offence against
penses, which means that at Fund-Raising Dream Rides children.
every penny of the donation goes to the Club’s apThe Event Booking Desk allows passengers to select a
proved charity.
car and time slot for their Dream Ride and to complete
Committee approval is required for all Club events and the necessary paperwork. The desk will contact you by
a list of these events can be found online at www.sport- phone to let you know of the booking so you will need
ingbears.co.uk/Events Diary. The event organiser will to:
be named and it is important to contact them ASAP to
• make sure that you carry your phone and that it is
let them know that you would like to be involved. Most
well charged.
events have limited space for cars but there will also be
last minute drop-outs (which is one reason why the cars • make sure that you will hear your phone ring, as
events can be noisy and being unable to contact a
are never advertised in advance) so some events have
driver is very frustrating for the booking desk.
a reserve list.
BEFORE THE EVENT
• You will be required to provide confirmation from
your insurers that you are covered to participate in
Dream Rides. This is not normally a problem more
information is available at www.sportingbears.
co.uk/ Dream Rides (Info), Notes for Drivers. It is a
good idea to print this off and carry it with you to
each event.

DRIVERS BRIEFING
The event organiser will hold a drivers briefing at the
start of each day. It is compulsory that you attend each
day. Here you will find out:

• Complete, print off and sign your drivers declaration, personal disclosure and any relevant car passes, your event organiser will have emailed these to
you.

• A sighting lap will usually take place, it is good idea
to go on this if you are new to the event.

• You will be asked to provide a photograph of your
car for the display board.
• Make sure your tax and MOT are up to date.

• Relevant timings for the event.
• A suggested route for Dream Rides and any particular tips for the route.

• How the garage system will work for that event.
• Where the nearest fuel station is located.
• Breakdown/emergency procedure.
• Who’s who.

• Bring sunscreen/wet weather gear (!) and refreshPage 10
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DREAM RIDE TIME
At the appropriate time the passenger will be directed
to the loading area of the garage to be escorted to the
car. In a ‘closed garage’ which is not open to the public,
passengers must be accompanied by a Club marshal at
all times. In an open garage, where the risk to the public
is greater, cars must only move with the permission of a
marshal.
Passengers will complete a passenger indemnity form
and make a donation to the chosen charity at the booking desk. They will be given a voucher, which will be
checked by the garage marshals. Under no circumstances should you take a passenger for a ride unless they
have completed the passenger indemnity form and presented their voucher.

gers during the ride to check that they are enjoying the
Dream Rides experience - sometimes people may not
feel able to say that per-haps they’d be happier if they
were going a little slower for example.
Try not to get complacent about the route; driving the
same road over and over can risk you driving faster
each time or making assumptions about the actions of
other road users. Take a break between a block of
rides, to get out of the car and have a drink and a rest.

The majority of local people will support our activities
but there will always be a minority who don’t. The mere
presence of Sporting Bears cars risks motivating other
road users to react in an unpredictable way, however,
poor driving by any car will likely be blamed on the
Club. It is important not to react to any negative actions
There should be no reason to have any physical con- or gestures, if necessary just wave with a smile and an
tact with the passenger, though this can be difficult with open hand. Also immediately report any risky or hazrace harnesses so practise explaining how to fasten and ardous behaviour by other road users with a description
unfasten them before your first ride. Loading children of the vehicles - especially if it is another Sporting Bears
should always be carried out by the parents and don’t driver.
reach across a child to adjust their seatbelt. Some chil- Most people love to hear the cars and some choose a
dren will be required to use a booster seat, these are ride based on how loud a car is. However, be mindful of
provided by the club to each event.
the noise you make. Locals often misinterpret noise for
The club cannot tell you a route to drive but there may
be one or more suggested routes on the day - generally
it should be about a 20 minute, 10 mile ride. Do listen
to suggestions from other drivers who have driven in the
location previously and feel free to do a sighting lap,
maybe with another driver who knows a suitable route.

speed, and having a load of loud cars going past their
house all day can be tiresome so try to be quiet near
properties and especially farms and stables. If you are
revving in the garage please do be aware of who is
behind you, a crying child is not good advertising.

Some drivers (and especially new drivers) think that they
have to demonstrate the limits of the car during a ride;
this is ABSOLUTELY NOT THE CASE. Passengers tell us
that 80% of the Dream Rides experience is just being in
the car, so there is no need to drive aggressively or too
fast. Remember that your passenger will not be familiar with the car so if you think you are giving a thrilling
ride, you will probably be giving a terrifying one! Try
to remember your first time in the car; it’ll feel like that
to them. Appropriate acceleration and braking will provide a great experience; so there is no need - and no
excuse - for excessive speed. Be especially considerate
of child passengers.

speeding, driving inappropriately, or if a complaint is
made against you by a passenger, the charity or the
event. Some passengers have taken to filming their rides
so be aware that your every action could be scrutinised
afterwards. It would only take one serious incident to
spoil the good reputation of the Club and its Dream
Rides and you don’t want to be the one to cause that.

The local police are always told about a Dream Rides
event and what we are doing. Sometimes they attend
WHAT ELSE?
When out on a ride you are representing the Charity, the drivers’ briefing and they often monitor the roads
the Event and the Sporting Bears so you must always around the event. Remember also that police officers ofbe on your best behaviour. You are solely responsible ten like cars, take passenger rides, and are not obliged
for your actions; if you couldn’t justify it to a parent, the to identify themselves.
Police or the Press then don’t do it.
You will go directly from hero to zero if you are caught

Sometimes things do go wrong and there is always a
chance that you may suffer a breakdown or be involved
in an accident. In either case contact the organiser as
soon as your can, your passengers will be collected and
you may be helped too. In the case of a breakdown you
can be certain of some good humoured banter and you

It is therefore also important to talk to your passen-
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continued on Page 15
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MIDLANDS BEARS - Alan Moss
The year started with our now regular “Start the year” think is for them to abandon their vans! It is transformed
lunch. 34 Bears attended The Barn in Hockley Heath for by floor markings, the installation of spectator barriers,
a pleasant social gathering to kick off 2017.
crash barriers, the gazebo, the cool wall, flags and banners ready for the public the following day.
As I write this we are preparing for the season opening
Dream Rides event of the year - the Practical Classics During the day we are joined, and helped, by several
Classic Car & Restoration Show 2017 to be held at the “regulars” for whom we are very grateful.
NEC from 31st March until 2nd April. This is the fourth
year of the show and our third year offering Dream Looking forward to seeing you during the year.
Rides. The growing popularity of the show has seen it
increase to three days this year. We will be supporting
Birmingham Children’s Hospital, Zoe’s Place Baby Hos- Alan Moss
pice in Coventry and Acorns Children’s Hospice
For 2017 we have two new events offering Dream Rides
at Donington Park.
The first is the Donington Historic Festival on 29th and
30th April. This well established event features lots of
historic racing and other attractions.
Their theme for the public this year is “Get Involved”
and the addition of Sporting Bears Dream Rides is seen
as a key part of that. We will be supporting the STEPS
Conductive Education Centre in Shepshed, Loughborough.
The second is the Fast Car Festival on July 2nd. This will
be in its second year and we will be pleased to be a
part of it. The organisers, Kelsey Media, publish several
motoring oriented magazines and organise a number
of different shows. They were keen to have us take part
and for this event we have chosen to support the Maria
Hanson foundation (Me and Dee).
In May we will be helping with the second Supercar
Drivers Day at Meadowhall Shopping Centre in Sheffield, in aid of the Bluebell Wood Children’s Hospice,
hoping to avoid last year’s very heavy rain.
Going back to the NEC, we play a part in the November event set up in support of Andrew Lake as well as
organising the Restoration Show Dream Rides.
Steve Chant carefully plans the garage area, and we
are also joined by Steve Jarvis with his trusty laser system. This is how when the drivers arrive there are carefully marked parking bays and other markings - a key
safety feature.
We arrive fairly early on set up day to be greeted by a
large empty area which every other exhibitor seems to
Page 12
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Sporting Bears Motor Club
Ye Olde Gambolle Forth

Friday May 5th – 7th 2017
Attention all ye Bears,

Here we go again. The Fat Lamb in conjunction with the Sporting Bears is pleased to announce our next Spring Touring
Event to be run over the course of the above weekend. Our fourth such event in the series of Gambols, the name speaks
for itself, and there will be a distinct Mediaeval Theme to the weekend.
As in previous years, we are anxious to welcome new entrants who perhaps haven’t experienced one of these social
weekends before. The weekend is devoted to enjoying our cars over some superb driving roads, taking in the spectacular
scenery, partaking of fine food and the occasional recreational tipple but in particular getting to know fellow members
in a relaxed friendly atmosphere. Your fellow Gambolleers will be happy to show you the ropes, keep you straight - and
probably get you totally lost if you make the mistake of following them. To become a fully fledged Gambolleer yourself, all
you have to do is join us.
The general format will be along the same lines as in previous years.
Friday involves arrival, signing on during the afternoon and meeting
your fellow entrants. This is followed by a four course dinner served in
the restaurant to renew old acquaintances and welcome new ones. On
Saturday we sally forth to tour some of the notable castles, abbeys and
other sites of antiquity that are scattered throughout our region. The
tour will take in some of our finest moorland roads, country lanes and
picturesque villages with stops for morning coffee, lunch and afternoon
tea at suitable ancient venues. We return for dinner at the Fat Lamb – a
Mediaeval Banquet with suitable fancy dress attire to match the occasion. This year’s chosen charity is once again “The Rainbow Trust”, and
there will be the usual gentle fundraising activity during the evening,
and indeed throughout the weekend. On Sunday, we have a shorter trip
out to the ancient city of Durham where you will have the opportunity
of visiting the Castle and Cathedral (or touring the shops) before boarding the Prince Bishop River Cruiser for our sail up the river with educational commentary and lunch on board.
As usual we will have twelve rooms available at the Fat Lamb with overflow B&B accommodation at The Kings Head or other local hostelries as
required. Rooms at the Fat Lamb will be allocated on a first come first
served basis, overflow accommodation is currently held till the end of
January following which it will be subject to availability, so early booking
is necessary to ensure you get a room.
10% of all Food and Accommodation sales from the Fat Lamb will go to the charity in addition to any other funds raised
or donated. Our skilled negotiators have ensured the price remains the same as last year at £230.00 per couple, excluding
accommodation but including dinner on the two nights, all coffee, tea, lunch’s, entry fees etc, plus other ancillaries associated with the trips.
Accommodation at both the Fat Lamb and Kings Head will again be £98.00/room/night with the option of a two or three
nights stay. Interested parties please contact me at The Fat Lamb, either by phone on 015396 23242, or send an e-mail to
enquiries@fatlamb.co.uk and we will forward the appropriate entry form.
Happy driving
Paul Bonsall (Grizzly Bear)
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DREAM RUNS - Marcus Barr
This April I am running the London Marathon to raise
money for two charities: Diabetes UK and Muffins
Dream Foundation; both charities are close to my heart.
My daughter’s life was changed forever at 18 when
she was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes; and my soon
to be Daughter-in-Law is the founder of Muffins Dream
Foundation, a charity which is supported by the Sporting Bears. She launched the charity five years ago aged
just 20, supporting children with life changing and life
limiting conditions. Their tag line is “Putting Ability into
Disability”, being disabled herself she believes “it’s not
what happens to you that is important, it’s what you do
with it that counts”.

their marathon effort has no finish line, or it’s a finish line
they hope to never experience. The charities provide
invaluable help to the families they support and help
make the journey a little easier, please help me support
these two amazing charities.
I am organising the Middle Wallop Children’s Dream
Rides in July and Muffins Dream Foundation will be
bringing families along. The event is well subscribed for
cars but we always need help marshalling, if you would
like to go on the driving reserve list or volunteer to help
on the day please do contact me; details are on the
Sporting Bears diary page.

II have secured my own place in the marathon and paid Wish me luck and thank you in advance for your support.
all entry fees myself, so true to the spirit of Sporting
Bears every penny donated will go to the supported Marcus Barr
charities.
This will only be the third time I have ever tackled
this distance. On
the 23rd April I
have the benefit
of knowing that
my marathon effort will finish a
few hours after it
starts, but for the
families supported by Diabetes
UK and Muffins
Dream Foundation

CAPTION COMPETITION RESULTS
Thanks to everyone who entered this time.
Tony Abbiss suggested “Let go Rover, please let
go ……….ChairBear is coming……..” (assuming
the dog in the car is called Rover….).
Mark Phillips had a few suggestions “I know I look
old, but I’m really a child, honest, just look at how
tall I am” or
“Yes, I know it’s only a two seater but if I hang on
to the door like this I’ll be fine, honest” or finally
“No, I’m not going anywhere until you agree to
give me a free ride”
Page 14
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VOLUNTEERING AT A DREAM RIDES EVENT (cont’d)
continued from Page 11

may even get a badge! It’s surprising how often some
cars have technical issues - sometimes more than once
at the same event.
The Club policy is to only offer rides to those who are at
least 6 years old, but individual drivers may choose not
to take young children as passengers. There are usually
some booster seats for children but they are not suitable
for all cars.

At your first Dream Rides event don’t expect to be going
out immediately, some cars can be fully booked whilst
others may only have one or two rides. Your presence is
still valuable as it is important to offer a range of vehicles. If you are not actually driving please grab a Hi-Vis
jacket and offer to help with the marshalling. In fact it’s
a good idea for all drivers to take a turn at marshalling
to see how the day operates and to understand what it
is like to be in the garage.

If you are marshalling please remember to give very
clear directions to the drivers, it might feel embarrassing holding your hand up for an extended time but it
really does help. There is nothing worse than not being
sure who the marshal is waving to, or what they are telling you to do. Also, you will quickly learn how to open
the doors on just about every make of car; it’s surprising
Be careful of any conversation with a child passenger, how many are not obvious!
if you are not comfortable with anything said or the direction the conversation is going, then return directly to
the garage and speak to the organiser without delay; if Hopefully this article will have answered some of the
questions you might have had about becoming a Dream
necessary feign a fault with the car.
Rides Driver and encourage you to give it a go. So now
Children often misinterpret speed and happily boast check out the list of Dream Rides events, find one which
about how fast they were going; never ever “press on” appeals and join in!
with a child passenger. If asking a child about how much
acceleration or how much noise to make, ensure they
don’t think it is a loaded question; give them options - a
thumbs up or thumbs down can work well.
Marcus Barr

The club has a Child Safeguarding policy which will be
made available by the event organiser in the run up to
the day; please make sure you read everything sent to
you - it’s for your benefit. Each event will have a nominated Child Protection Officer who will be the contact in
case of any difficulty.

CAPTION COMPETITION
The caption competition picture this time is taken from the NEC in November,
with Richard clearly demonstrating his sense of taste. I won’t say any more
on the matter, although I certainly could - other than to say he’s wearing the
shirt designed and presented to him by Lesley earlier in the show.
Answers on a postcard please....okay then email would be fine, to this very
address:
editor@sportingbears.co.uk
It’s okay Richard, you can thank me next time you see me.
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TYLERS TRUST 2016 - Marcus Barr
For the Koalas final event of the year we were on the
south coast at Barnham for the Tylers Trust Family Day.
This was their first ever Family Day and the Koala Bears
were invited along to make the day extra special by
providing Fun Rides for the children and siblings.
Tylers Trust was founded by Tyler, who has been bat-

tling cancer for the last six years; he is a very driven
young man and is determined to increase awareness
of Brain Tumours in children. The Family day had been
postponed from earlier in the year due to Tylers poor
health as he was determined to be there. Tylers mother gave an emotional speech at the drivers briefing
and you can read more about Tyler and what the Trust
achieves at www.tylerstrust.co.uk
We were stationed right at the entrance and had 8
driver volunteer which provided a great selection of

A big thank you to all the drivers and helpers, to Paul
Larkin at his first ever event with his Corvette, and to
Gary Handa for coming just to Marshall. The Trust were
very accommodating and kept us plied with cups of tea,
cakes and donuts throughout the day. We had a lot of
other activities to compete with
including
an appearance
by
Fearne Cotton and a
huge group
of Disney
princesses.
Hopefully in a small way we were able to bring a moment of distraction from the everyday challenges the
families experience. I am sure we are all proud and
honoured to have been a part of this highly successful
inaugural Family Fun Day. They are hoping to repeat it
next year and would love to see us there again.
I received this email from the trust:
“Just wanted to say again, thank you so much to you and
your fellow Koala’s.
The children, both young & and not so young!, had a great
time today and a lot of that was down to you guys and
girls and your amazing cars. Please pass on our thanks to
each and every person who kindly gave up their time to
help make it so special.
Hope to see you again in the future - Tylers Trust”

cars; with the weather behaving itself we were able to Thanks again to everyone for making the final Koala
provide about 70 rides over the afternoon. Some chil- event of 2016 such a great success.
dren went out in every car whilst others only wanted a
single ride, others spent more than half the their time at Marcus Barr
the party outside with the Sporting Bears.
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SHIRE BEARS

A

group of members meet regularly in the Northamptonshire area. If you are
interested in coming along, we get together on the second Thursday of each
month at the Overstone Manor at 8.00 pm. The pub is in Ecton Lane, Sywell and
the post code is NN6 0BB.
All are welcome.
Email: Dave at shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk or call 07901 501578 if you need
more information.

Club Display Package

The table below explains the Car Club Display Package prices that are uniquely available to car club members.

two

The package includes
general admission Event Tickets and one infield display pass for your allocated
club display area. These can only be purchased by using the booking code dedicated to each individual car club. There is
no extra booking fee on top of the ticket price but an additional transaction fee will be applicable per order (not per ticket).
Our club’s dedicated code for the event is 17037SCC
Car Club Display Package
Pricing Matrix

Early Bird Tickets
Until 31st March 2017

Advance Tickets
1st April - 31st May 2017

Friday

£43

£50

Saturday

£71

£76

Sunday

£60

£65

2-Day Fri/Sat

£82

£92

2-Day Sat/Sun

£94

£104

3-Day Weekend

£99

£118
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POLAR REPORT - Dick & Pat Nortcliffe
In many ways 2016 was a successful year for the Polars. All of our events were dry, including a fantastic
day for Thirlestane where the sun shone all day and
the crowds turned out in large numbers. Unfortunately
the weather and the enthusiasm of some Polars, and the
Dream Rides drivers, were not matched by the amounts
raised, which were less than the same events last year
across the board. We have no explanation for this. The
total amount raised by Polar events, not including the
substantial efforts of Paul Bonsall, was £3,908.00, compared to over £5,400 in 2015. The money was donated
to our five chosen charities for 2016, being James Rennie School (lunches, Doune and Bo’ness), Smile for Life
(Corbridge), Hearts & Minds Clowndoctors (Classics in
the City and Polars share of NEC), and CHAS (Thirlestane Dream Rides). A big thank you to all drivers and
event helpers, supporters and attendees for this result.
In addition to the Polars’ events, several members
helped to raise funds by joining Paul Bonsall’s Gambol,
and helping or otherwise contributing to Tony’s events
and NEC Dream Rides, as well as other Bears regions’
events. The Polars’ share of the amount raised at the
NEC alone was £5,800.
On the social front, in addition to our lunches, some of
our number went separately to the first running of the
Ignition Festival at the SEC in Glasgow. Max Walker
of NW Bears had an invitation from the organizers to
put on Dream Rides, in a similar manner to the CarFest
North and South events. As it turned out there was insufficient response to the request for cars to take part
and this did not happen. We shall see if this takes off
this year. In addition, visits included the Leyburn Forties
weekend, and the Historic Wheels Classic Show at Brodie Castle.
We have reason to feel satisfied with this year’s efforts,
barring the comparison with 2015 which we have to put
down to less money about. In 2017 we will be doing the
same events as 2016, but we hope for a better turnout
of Polars and a better result. However, we must repeat
last year’s statement that if we want to raise significantly more money we need more events and more active
participants.

CHRISTMAS LUNCH
We had a good turnout of 22 Polars at the Collingwood
Arms Hotel for our festive lunch. Luckily the weather
was reasonable, although we had quite an exciting run
down on the Saturday afternoon in thick fog down the
A68 and virtually all the way to Coldstream.
The hotel did an excellent lunch and there was a good
selection of raffle prizes - so many that everybody got
one and some got two! This raised £150, so many thanks
to everyone. Chris Pollin and Claire Howie presented a
cheque for £55 raised by the auctioning of a special
Bear, and we thanked Fiona Davies for her cheque for
£100 raised from the sale of a car cover.
As usual we discussed the year’s events and then considered the 2017 calendar to decide the best dates
for lunches. Sid Palmer again volunteered as organiser
of Classics in the City of Edinburgh, with the knowledge
that the automatic bollards did indeed work to let us
out! Andrew confirmed that we had received an invitation from the organizers of Bo’ness to attend once more.
This event is growing year on year and is well worth a
visit.
Finally, it was decided which charities would benefit
from next year’s fundraising - REACT are to receive
money from Thirlestane Castle Dream Rides; SACHD
will get the Polars’ share of the NEC Dream Rides; the
proceeds from Doune and Bo’ness will go to CHAS;
Smile for Life will benefit from Corbridge, and H&M
Clowndoctors will once more receive the proceeds from
Classics in the City. It is likely that the lunch raffle money
will be divided between CHAS and Smile for Life.
We hope to see many of you later this year.
Dick and Pat Nortcliffe

POLAR CAR NEWS
Andrew Carrie has finally succumbed to his desire for a
piece of American automotive history as he is now the
proud owner of a 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air 5.7 litre V8
with a column change auto and a big bench seat. It
handles like Bambi on ice but has huuuuge fun factor
until you reach the petrol station.
Could we ask you again please to think hard about Phil Ellis’ latest acquisition is a Ford Sierra RS Cosworth
events in your area and let us know if you believe there 2,000 cc with 380 BHP. Brian Hunter now has the keys
may be an opportunity for us to attend, have a good for Chris Pollin’s Westfield.
day out and raise some money for our deserving causes.
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Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:33 PM
To: charitysecretary@sportingbears.co.uk
Subject: Thank you
Dear Caroline,
I hope you are well!
I am writing to say a huge thank you for the £225 donation
to Smile For Life.
We are absolutely delighted with this donation and would be
very grateful if you would pass on our sincere thanks to all
of the Polar Bears members for their continued support.
If you would like any further information please do not hesitate to contact me – deborah@smileforlife.org.uk
Many thanks once again for choosing Smile For Life.
Kindest regards,
Deborah
Deborah Coulson
Smile For Life Children's Charity
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SPORTING BEARS WEB SITE
Have you had a look at the web site?
Got any ideas you would like to put forward?
Please go online at sportingbears.co.uk and let me know what you think.
Andy Cooke
01604 870701 or webmaster@sportingbears.co.uk

Notices and Windscreen Cards
Last year Mike Webber made up some notices and
windscreen cards which seemed to meet with general
approval. These would be of potential use to Dream
Rides Organisers as well as drivers.
Mike has kindly put them in a OneDrive folder which is
open access to anyone with this link:
https://tinyurl.com/SBMC-Notices-Windsceen-Cards
A few examples are given here, but there are a large
number available that can be used for cool wall notices,
drivers windsreen cards, or even larger ads. Feel free
to access them as appropriate.
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CARFEST SOUTH 2016 - The Big One (Max Walker)

D

ream Rides raised £5,000 in our first outing, way
back in 2012 at the first CarFest South. Now 4
years on, we were delighted and staggered at the huge
£55,000 in 2015 as we rolled back to Jody Scheckters’
Laverstoke Park in Hamphire for CarFest 2016.
CarFest tickets always sell out in minutes, making these
tickets the hottest selling event tickets second only to
Glastonbury, providing fun for all the family including
track rides, dancing diggers, our own Dream Rides and
2016 saw Camel racing too!
After the challenges at CarFest North I was calmly looking forward to running the fifth year at the same site,
thrilled that we had been allocated a loo - yes a porta
loo of our own means we had made it. Well the calm
was broken just 48 hours before set up with the news
that the tractor unit for the Bears Truck was poorly. Like
a superhero Chris Gilson stepped in to collect a demo
unit and drove the Bears trailer unit to CarFest South.
With Rob as navigator they arrived Thursday afternoon right on schedule with not a mention of the drama
- thank you Chris.
The advance team were on site ready to erect the awning. Under Rob’s guidance the Bears control area took
shape, while the Gazebos and flags were skilfully positioned ready, as once again the Sporting Bears Dream
Rides cars featured on the track straight after Chris and
friends paraded in their cars. The backup to the truck
arrived courtesy of Ben ‘Mr Amplification’ Gammon
and apprentice sound tech Finley, who set up a dozen
speakers for the auctions. With the wiring, gazebos and
awning all set up and the early camping arrivals tents
erected, Team Bears were ready for Friday.
CarFest allows the Bears to gain a very high profile.

Every car on track at the event was commited to 3 days
at both North and South, there were drivers’ briefings,
scrutineering and the restriction of being corralled in
a paddock until the track run. This can be frustrating
for us at times, as we don’t like our cars to be stationary. However the pre-bookings of £300 each time
easily replaced any possible funds raised and
the publicity surrounding
the track rides enabled
our Bears Ten to achieve
valuable pre-event promotion on the website,
in emails, through social
media, on national radio
and more.
Again, as last year, every
person with a Bears ticket
was asked to help so with
a small army of high-vis
helpers and the truck
stocked with more tea, coffee, cakes and cookies than
the Bake Off, we were ready to go! The great mix of
people and cars that makes an event special, everyone
finding their best role, booking, driving, marshalling under team leaders’ careful instructions.
Friday ran smoothly starting with a drivers’ briefing bolstered by Rob Heard, Hampshire Police Road
Safety, (Ferrari Owner and organiser of the Concorde
Classic) that many Koala Bears know. This made his
message about road craft, safety and recent events
where a young boy lost his life as a passenger in an
F50 (not connected to Sporting Bears or charity rides
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of any kind), all the more respected and understood.
As a Roads Police Officer he is a self-confessed petrol
head – those that know Rob know he’s left the dark side
and gone all big block - but
also deeply passionate that
the three big issues for road
deaths (drink/drugs, mobile
phones and inappropriate
speed), are communicated
out there. Marcus had also
arrived with car numbers,
route plans and local knowledge to help new drivers
- if you don’t know him, he’s
Marcus with his Marcos.
With the Bears ready, the mix was now added from
the paddock with a huge list of cars wanting to help,
bolstered with Wayne and his actual, yes his McLaren 675LT Spyder in the Top Gear hut, contrasted by
Jim’s Model T Ford in the main paddock timeline. David
brought his Pagani for road rides and Rolls Royce Fred
arrived with the lead Rolls Royce Dawn for Sporting

Bears on track - our way of saying thanks for the ten
Rolls Royce cars used by the Bears in London.
Noon arrives fast on Fridays at CarFest events, the gates
open and we start to roll out the Dream Rides cars, pre
booked and Ebay winners making their way straight to
the Bears truck as instructed so we can start their event
with the biggest smiles on Dream Rides. At the same
time the McLaren support team arrived with their 570S
car, driver and team to help bolster the relationship
alongside the 2 donated MTC Factory Tours. As fast as
Team Bears settle into roles, some new, some tried and
tested, Friday comes to an end with Jo taking wads of
booking “cardholder not present” forms back to the hotel to process – vice chair has privileges but this is more
a responsibility that would follow each night thanks to
a little card machine signal. We closed down for Friday,
welcomed the late camping arrivals on, saw some of the
entertainment and prepared for the weekend.
Page 22

Saturday saw Team Bears up at the crack of dawn,
ready to welcome new drivers and from 10am new
passengers alike. Jake Wyatt and Sam Locke worked

their magic leading the promotion team by the cool wall.
Jo Parish headed up the booking desk willing the card
machines to work (they rarely did), ably assisted by
The Desk Team. Keeping pace with Max on the auction
stage was made easier understanding that all drivers
and even Max have been told not to auction anything
until the car is booked out ready, to avoid double bookings. Max was even heard to send a driver packing to
Jo to check he was booked to auction, although these
sort of rumours are seldom substantiated!
Help came from all quarters; locating the paddock cars,
our own loading area escorting passengers whilst Simon
Parish organised the “parade team” and Ant mustered
the garage area to control cars along the side tracking
and exit to the road. Amongst all this activity the Sporting Bears 10 sprang to life twice a day to raise the profile once more whilst Top Gear Dream Ride passengers
had a 10 minute (huruuumphhhh more like 20minutes!)
walk along the length of the track to go out in Wayne’s
(don’t dink it) McLaren 675LT Spider.
It seems that in the
first couple of years
CarFest would push
and prod owners to
help with extra places…..this fifth year we
had nearly all the cars
offering and we were
picking and choosing
for the weekend. The
first to help are always our friends at
SWB Motorsport with
the typhoon 2 seater F1 style car and
all the team at slowly
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sideways with their mix of historic Group A & B Rally
cars. Into this mix came a truly awesome paddock selection, once again the Caterham R620, Aston Martin Vulcan and the Drift Team cars. Paddock Pete from CarFest
came across each day with lists and then added more
lists of seats, Steve would quickly establish where the
cars were and then Max was on microphone, auctioning.
A little added fun was had, led by Indy and Poppy Preece,

as boxes of Pudsey and the rarer Blush ears arrived for
the girls to sell. This was a thank you from Pudsey for
their initiative at CarFest North. The auctions went well,
with Saturday’s record donations of over £1,000 each
for the McLaren Technology Centre days staggering
again. Even more staggering was the auction for a genuine Lamborghini cardboard box.......described carefully, as slightly ripped......bids closed at £110....YES £110
for an empty cardboard box. When opened the winner
exclaimed “it’s empty” which the answer came back on
microphone, “YES, it’s exactly as described” - but we

did send them out
in a real Lamborghini later. Meanwhile
every time David
went onto the road
in the Pagani, the
Bears Marshal team
and the site security
bowed in recognition....with smiles.
Saturday night followed with music,
food and merriment,
all in high spirits in
anticipation of Sunday and the big
push to break the
North total once more. We were also greeted with visits
from Pudsey, going for a spin with Pat in the Hotrod,
John’s Rolls Royce Dawn on track again and helping
signing on at the desk. The day was busy as always - Jo
had only just recovered from processing the previous
day’s forms through the card machine and everyone
was flat out allowing Dream Rides another fun day. On
the stage Ben’s speaker system was allowing Max to be
more mischievous than Saturday, when passed a clear
plastic bag to cover some auction items he was seen
to hold it up and auction the bag. Claims of “genuine
CarFest air” were met with a bidding frenzy, it slowed
at £90, then a final shout of bids took it to £120 – AN
EMPTY CLEAR PLASTIC BAG FOR £120, showing how
much fun it is at CarFest and of course we sent the win-
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ners out in a car, £120 and we grumble at 5p at the totalled 183 places - with ticket values of over £25,000
supermarket!
it has to be understood that the events cannot offer unAll this with the Top limited car spaces as they all have to be accounted for.
Gear Stunt team The tickets come with the direction that everyone attendadding their cars ing will be allocated a role at the event, which is how
to the mix from the whole event manages to run through the team leadthe track action ers so successfully each year.
and the army of This said, CarFest are already excited at the Bears cars
Bears cars on the on both track and road, helping towards the £millions
road all weekend raised each - we are again the largest single point after
gave the following ticket sales profits.
total for CarFest The 2016 challenge for CarFest was to secure sponsorSouth.....
ship for the truck, which was also up for sale....it turned
out to be bought by a Bear (THANK YOU) and branded
Hope you’re sat to reflect the huge support Sporting Bears has.
down......
Here’s to 2017, with your dedication to get your wheels
dirty at events across the country, sharing your time and
So the total at passion, we are well on our way for smashing £2million
CarFest
South for our 30th year in 2018.... driving for Charity..... we
was.........
will do it!!!
Cheers for now - Max
£65,310
WOW - THANK YOU ALL
WE DID IT, the final total for both CarFest 2016
events was £121,415.
So shall we do it all again next year, and again.
PLEASE note - If you have CarFest tickets you can
come along and help on any of the positions, offer
Dream Rides in your car (your car still needs to be
approved by CarFest) or even just pop across and
say hello while enjoying this fab event.
If you do not have a CarFest ticket then all places
are allocated by the Carfest event, which in 2016

I know the Apostrophe Protection Society would
have a field day, but it’s still a great photo.
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ROLLS ROYCE IN LONDON 2016 - Max Walker
Last year’s report for London started with how easy this
day is, to muster a team of around 30 Bears to drive,
load, help, marshal, picture the day - all said a little
tongue in cheek. Well in January the challenge to find
10 cars started from scratch and to their enormous credit, once we had sat down with Rolls Royce, three days
later we had 10 Rolls cars secured for London in August
- THANK YOU ROLLS ROYCE!
As always mid August, between Carfest North and
Carfest South Dream Rides we are putting in the hours
to put smiles directly on families faces again. Earlier in
the year several planning meetings were had at Greenwich to create the fabulous destination for the families.
John and Simon stepped forward to be drivers team
leaders and of course Jo was already liaising with the
nominated charities.
Each event takes over 12 months of planning and I find
myself booking train tickets and days off work to have
meetings in London with 2017 venues and even 2018
venues as I type now.
2013 Houses of Parliament & Westminster Abbey.
2014 Westminster Abbey & Buckingham Palace.
2015 No. 10 Downing Street & HorseGuards Parade.
2016 Greenwich Old Royal Naval College & National
Maritime Museum.

The event now takes 3 days to prepare, as our new
supporters Rolls Royce are based at Chichester, with the
Arundel Hilton Avisford Park hotel nearby it made sense
to keep the Hilton name on the event and Paul Bain-

bridge worked a deal for the Bears to not only stay,
but also take over the lawns in the morning of departure. The drivers were up early and off to Rolls Royce to
meet James, who had the unenviable task of representing Rolls Royce and looking after several million pounds
of cars through London for 2 days, ask Lisa Coops - it
can be stressful! All our personal cars were parked up well nearly all as John was ushered with his Rolls Royce
Dawn into the inner sanctum and offered “would you
like us to wash it sir”. Well that is service.
We were then handed our keys, given radios and a lesson in the fleet of Rolls Royce cars that would be home
for the next 2
days. Sat Navs
programmed,
radios checked,
we were back to
the Hilton for a
picture opportunity, followed by
loading the full
team and then off to London. James led (they’re his cars
so only right), with teams in order, we accustomed ourselves to our powerful steeds, through a planned route
to make it as simple as possible. With a fuel stop on
the A40 we arrivde at the Hilton London Metropole (our
faithful supporters every year) to unload the team and
luggage. A quick stop for the drivers we were then on
to another longtime supporter, Wellington Barracks Parade Ground, home to the Guards (and a very special
car park). We arranged a quick picture when I was summoned to the Garrison Commander office………walk
straight Max,
shoulders
back!
He wanted to
know why 10
Rolls Royce
cars
had
appeared
on his Parade Ground.
When I explained we
were
fully
expected (he
didn’t
get
the
memo)
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and what we were doing, he was delighted to help…..
phew….. as even the Ghurkha Guard looked very nervous when he escorted me in! We made a quick exit after
securing the cars.
Next day we woke, showered, breakfasted, and the
drivers were off to the Barracks to collect the cars. Jo
Parish and team got ready for the families to arrive. The
hotel had once again cordoned off the entire road for
our arrival, with security so we had room to park our
cars and the SEG bikes which would be arriving later.
The children arrived, signed in with excitement about
the day ahead, and chilled in comfy chairs as the SEG
bikes turned up, synchronised in everything they do - a be overhead with the Bears on Westminster Bridge.
ballet with bikes.
The drivers were briefed by SEG, the families met their
driver and the Bears started the magic. Baz was final photography team
leader and there was
some conversation with
Jo Parish over the bike
taxi that was planned
to whisk her through
London at the last minute (no Jo it was all Simons idea - apparently
Jo’s face was a picture
re-telling how they only
bounced
off one London
This year the families waited a little longer as the journey to Greenwich is around 40 minutes, even under es- bus!) and Griff was kept
cort, as we were going the scenic route. The camera at the hotel to prime the
teams left especially early with a coach hired to get Go Pro cameras. With
everyone bar Paul on camera and the drivers across in the families finally all
time. Some Bears were camera ready near Buckingham loaded, SEG were given the signal we were go. Once
Palace, The Mall and Trafalgar Square - thanks to Jo, over Westminster Bridge, it was then “south of the river”
Sav, Mitch, Andy, Mike, Bob, Richs’ team and more. This which is through the suburbs of London till we entered
year Alan Moss was given a pass to the London Eye to Greenwich itself.
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Once at Greenwich, we entered the gates along the
cobbled driveway to the Old Royal Naval College, with
the permission of the team at Greenwich Estates, who
had supported our access and allowed the convoy to
drive right up to the steps between The Painted Hall
and Naval Chapel. The Bears forward team had already disembarked the coach and were waiting to help
the families, as the convoy parked up ready for THE
PICTURE (bottom of page).
The SEG team chatted with the families, and the children
thoroughly enjoyed being on the SEG motorbikes. The
team are a tremendous representation for our Police,
they enjoy this day each year and we trust bureaucracy
will continue to allow their support.
You can see from the smiles that the SEG escort team are
enjoying this day with a no threat test convoy, as much
as the families are. They then had their team debrief

to action lessons
learnt as we
were an unusually long convoy
for the SEG. Big
THANK YOU to
SEG.
The magic continued inside. Up the
steps the buildings
revealed
their splendour
to the families.
The Painted Hall
and Chapel are
amazing places if you have never
visited, you should.
From the sumptuous buildings the team led the families
to the local high street where Jamie’s Italian had reserved seating for 50 people and agreed that the children would eat free. Also for lunch the Greenwich Estate
kindly agreed to support the lunch bill for the families,
such is their understanding of how important a day like
this is for these families. As the pasta and garlic bread
was consumed the Rolls Royce fleet was positioned for
the afternoon - two in front of the National Maritime
Museum making a striking pose as gate guardians, and
the final eight at the newly refurbished (so new that the
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builders were made to move their final skip to the rear
to keep the pictures clean and tidy!) Queens House. Now
with all the modern technology in the cars, experienced
Bears drivers, there was simple request, PLEASE do not
drive on the newly laid York Stone flags............. sorry, it

SEG escort.
Thank you to
all the supporters, the Bears
team and their
friends,
the
teams at all
the sites, on
the bikes, but
especially to
the
families,
for allowing us to share a special day with them.
Each year I ask.... Next Year......hmmmmm…..where to
now???????
Max

was me...... who blundered the mighty 20” wheels leaving a tell tale tyre rubbing......shhhhhhh....no one noticed!
It was also a welcome stop for the helpers team. Then
lunch over, the bills paid, and the families made a return to the site for an exclusive look around the National Maritime Museum feature on space travel - again
completely complimentary for the entire team....future
astronauts possibly?
The group then got together in front of the Queens
House, ready to load the coach for a rendezvous back
at the Hilton London Metropole - this was fun with no
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EXCLUSIVE
CLUB
WEEKEND
TICKET
DISCOUNT**

SPRING’S BEST

CLASSIC CAR SHOW
700 CLASSIC CARS ON DISPLAY | OVER 120 CLASSIC CAR CLUB STANDS
350 SPECIALIST EXHIBITORS & TRADERS | SPRING’S LARGEST INDOOR AUTOJUMBLE
CLASSIC CARS FOR SALE & LEADING DEALERS | PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP
CLASSIC CAR AUCTIONS | PRACTICAL CLASSICS LIVE STAGE
‘ASK OUR EXPERTS’ - LIVE TUTORIALS & DEMOS | SPORTING BEARS DREAM RIDES
THE UK’S BIGGEST COLLECTION OF BARN FINDS
SINGLE**
£14.50
QUOTE:

PCRS17S
In association with

TICKETS ON SALE NOW! CALL 0844 858 6758*
NECRESTORATIONSHOW.COM

FAMILY**
£30.00
QUOTE:

PCRS17CF

Sponsors

*All bookings are subject to a single transaction fee. All information correct at time of publishing. Calls cost 13p per minute plus network extras. See website for all information. Tickets include a show guide worth £4.00. **Club ticket (adult 16 years+) offer only applies to
Saturday and Sunday and only when booked in advance. Club single ticket offer is limited to four tickets per member and the club family ticket offer is limited to one family ticket per member. A family ticket admits 2 adults and up to 3 children (5-15 years).
Hand in your ticket stub or print-at-home voucher to your club’s stand and they will benefit from a commission.

WALES RALLY GB RALLYFEST - Max Walker
Way back in June at CPaS the team at Wales Rally GB
started to look at Sporting Bears and when Peter gave
them the use of his trailer he mentioned again about involving the Bears.......well fast forward to October, Cholmondeley Estate and RallyFest. Those that have read or
even experienced the weather at Cholmondeley in June
and July will know why the invite to help here went out
with “AT YOUR OWN RISK!” as October could be anything on the Beaufort Scale.

ing from the public car park. Having received a traditional round of applause from the forgiving Bears team
banter, Andrew soon felt one of the team and it took the
pressure off Tony and his Dieselgate references. Another new member Steve, had aptly arrived in his Lancia

The support was amazing, regulars from Derbyshire and
even Tony in his Marcos came from the NE to support this
inaugural RallyFest day at Cholmondeley with our first
Dream Rides with Wales Rally GB. Lots of meetings and
phone calls meant that we would shorten the day, as at
15.27 hrs the International Rally cars were to fly through.
So the invite for help went out - come along, it may be Stratos replica and Stuart brought the Toyota Celica
group 4 rally car - ideal cars at this event.
With crossing the track worked out and a target finish of
3pm so we could all stop for the WRC champions drive
through, the day panned out very well, with the last
seat in Mark’s Lola going to a lady who heard Lola and
without knowing what it was said I’ll donate. She was
still shaking when she returned and said it was her dog’s
name, so thought it would be apt to donate.
With all the cars being booked out just in time, the day
was a great success and most drivers stopped to see
how the stage should be done. The gazebo was packed
wet, we may not turn a wheel, but we’ll see the top of away, smiles were everywhere and £1,975 was collectWRC driving through the stage.
ed for Ty Gobaith - a wonderful outing in October we’d
say.
We arrived early to find we were in a different position
to CPaS, with the cars in a separate zone to the booking As always the Bears are only as good as everyone who
gazebo, but we decided to go with it. We were rais- volunteers both cars and time to help, thank you everying money for the Rally’s nominated charity Ty Gobaith, one who made the journey, let’s hope we will be back
who we last helped back at Bodelwyddan Castle all in 2017.
those years ago. Their sister charity Hope House also
attended and flanked our bright yellow booking ga- Max
zebo, and helped to talk people into checking the cool
wall, whilst explaining how they help Children in North
Wales.
The gazebo was put up next to the historic rally cars,
which was heaven for most. Our drivers and helpers
started to arrive and the ESV seemed at home in the field,
having only last month been on the streets of Wilmslow.
Jo organised the booking desk team, the drivers were
briefed and new member Andrew arrived after phonPage 30
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KOALA REPORT - Huw Page & Trudi Bubb
Winter is always a slower time and an
opportunity to review what happened
during the previous year and start the
planning the next year. We usually
have a good idea of the events we will
be supporting as our starting point is
the same as the events completed previously.
We did take the opportunity to help out
at the Isle of Wight fun raising events
in December which was amazingly rewarding and supported by a great number of Bears drivers. A great couple of
events developed nicely by Clive Ford
with the support of a positive group of
IOW Bears.
So far this year we have the Horsham Piazza Italia set
up for Good Friday and Easter Monday so if you were
wondering what to do for Easter please let me know if
you haven’t already, but it is getting close to being full
as we are car number limited. We then head to Wallingford, Victoria Education Centre in Poole, the amazing
Supercar Event, Fun Rides at Middle Wallop (organised
by Marcus Barr) who I believe is already running a reserve list due to the popularity of this event.
We had a new experience a couple of weeks ago with
an invite to support a promotional film being produced
for the Horsham Piazza Italia weekend. The idea is to

Photo courtesy of
Charlotte Webb

be able to promote the event through their social media
channels and do it in such a way that they also promote
the way and fun that can be had
on a Dream Ride. It is only our
second year and they feel that
we add enough to their event that
we are getting such promotion.
We started early on a Friday
morning, a lovely sunny day with
a base in a local estate agent
and fun to be had. It was never
going to be a Spielberg classic but the way the actors, Matty and Imogen, played off each
other was great to watch as was
the direction required to make it
all happen although I am not sure
what the people of Horsham going about their day to day business thought. Having said that the
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Every quarter the Bears committee including the available Regional Organisers meet at a location somewhere round the UK,
although in fairness it has always
tended to be more central but for
March we were able to bring the
committee to south of the Thames
as the latest committee meeting
was held at Biggin Hill Airport.
Have you ever wondered who
attends? Here is a photo from
the day showing the extreme
hard work and brain storming
that goes into the Sporting Bears
Committee.

Photo courtesy of
Charlotte Webb

black Ferrari California (from Premier GT - a Horsham
Piazza Italia Sponsor) providing the Dream Ride caused
a lot of interest with some younger generation and several selfies. I had offered to be there to ensure that we
kept it as real as possible until the moment they needed
an extra!

Ever fancied having the opportunity to work with and
develop an event? If you see an event that you think the
Bears would add value to and want to develop it into
a Dream Rides or other event then let us know. We are
always keen to help our members bring on new Dream
Ride events and share the benefits of what we do with
new charities.

Six hours later, many minutes spent standing around, lots
of coffee and it’s a wrap. All done in a very random
way to suit lighting patterns, people and car availabiliHuw and Trudi
ty. I am looking forward to seeing the final cut.
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Bluefish Office Products Ltd are pleased to sponsor
The Sporting Bears Motor Club
by providing the clubs stationery requirements free of charge

We offer everything you’ll need for your office,
from pens to janitorial products
• Free next day delivery
• Outstanding value
• Fixed prices until 2017
• Many more products
available online

01604 706000
shop online at www.Bluefishoffice.co.uk

19 Gallowhill Road, Brackmills, Northampton, NN4 7EE
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Forthcoming Events
April 2017
9
16
23
29-30

Elsecar at the Races, Doncaster
Doune Hillclimb
Sticky Toffee Pudding Run
Donington Historic Festival

Tony Beverley
Dick Nortcliffe
Mike Gardner
Alan Moss

07968 823172

tonybev52@gmail.com

01358 723845

polarbears@sportingbears.co.uk

01327 354981

mikeg2e51@talktalk.net

01283 516114

alangmoss@hotmail.co.uk

Paul Bonsall
Huw Page
Tony Beverley
MaxWalker
Huw Page

01539 623242

enquiries@fatlamb.co.uk

01293 415225

koalabears@sportingbears.co.uk

07968 823172

tonybev52@gmail.com

07969 877120

northwestbears@sportingbears.co.uk

01293 415225

koalabears@sportingbears.co.uk

Max Walker
Dick Nortcliffe
Dave Muttock
Clive Ford
Huw Page

07969 877120

northwestbears@sportingbears.co.uk

01358 723845

polarbears@sportingbears.co.uk

07901 501578

shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk

01983 407592

clivef@uwclub.net

01293 415225

koalabears@sportingbears.co.uk

Alan Moss
Bob Selby
Baz Firth
Jim Short
Marcus Barr
Max Walker
Dave Muttock

01283 516114

alangmoss@hotmail.co.uk

01914 891980

cobragpt290s@blueyonder.co.uk

01935 471398

surfingbears@sportingbears.co.uk

May 2017
5-7
7
13
21
21

Ye Olde Gambolle Forth
Wallingford, Oxfordshire
Supercar Driver Event, Sheffield
Luxury Motor Show, Nottingham
Victoria Car Show, Poole

June 2017
3
4
4
24
24-25

1 Great Day at Albert Dock, L’pool
Thirlestane Historic, Berwickshire
Curborough Track Day
Joe Ellis Trust Funday, Isle of Wight
Supercar Event, Dunsfold, Surrey

July 2017
2
2
8
9
16
28-30
28-30

Fast Car Festival, Donington
Corbridge Classic
Yeovilton Air Day
Kimbolton Country Fayre
Middle Wallop Children’s Rides, Hants
CarFest North, Cheshire
Silverstone Classic, Northants

jimshort_59@hotmail.com
07710 876131

marcusbarr@hotmail.co.uk

07969 877120

northwestbears@sportingbears.co.uk

07901 501578

shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk

Dave Muttock
Tony Beverley
Tony Beverley
Clive Ford
Max Walker
Huw Page

07901 501578

shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk

07968 823172

tonybev52@gmail.com

07968 823172

tonybev52@gmail.com

01983 407592

clivef@uwclub.net

07969 877120

northwestbears@sportingbears.co.uk

01293 415225

koalabears@sportingbears.co.uk

Baz Firth
MaxWalker
Baz Firth
Andrew Carrie
Huw Page
Neil McMillan
Dave Muttock

01935 471398

surfingbears@sportingbears.co.uk

07969 877120

northwestbears@sportingbears.co.uk

01935 471398

surfingbears@sportingbears.co.uk

07798 646844

andrew@acarrie.net

01293 415225

koalabears@sportingbears.co.uk

07920 496560

neil.mcmillan@snuggledown.co.uk

07901 501578

shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk

Dave Muttock

07901 501578

shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk

Clive Ford

01983 407592

clivef@uwclub.net

August 2017
12
13
14
19-20
25-27
26-27

Motor Glider Flying, Oxfordshire
Raby Castle, Co Durham
Teesside Rides, Teesside
Garlic Festival, Isle of Wight
CarFest South, Hants
Arundel Festival, Sussex

September 2017
2
3
3
3
3
16
17

Pride & Joy and Bears Ball @ Haynes
Aintree Rides, Liverpool
Rare Breeds 100, Haynes Motor Msm.
Bo’ness Hillclimb Revival
Concorde Classics, Hants
Manchester Classic Car Show
Blenheim Horse Trials, Oxfordshire

October 2017
21

Curborough Track Day

December 2017
9

Miles for Smiles 1&2, Isle of Wight
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L ANCASTER INSUR ANCE IS PROUD TO BE AN OFFICIAL
PARTNER OF THE SPORTING BEARS MOTOR CLUB,
SUPPORTING AND ASSISTING THEM IN THEIR AMBITIONS
TO R AISE MONEY FOR CHILDREN’S CHARITIES.

LIS.SB.A4P.2017

01480
400
943
www.lancasterinsurance.co.uk
Or to speak to one of our multivehicle specialists call

01480 220 150

Policy benefits, features and discounts offered may vary between insurance schemes or cover selected and are subject to underwriting criteria. Lancaster Insurance Services is a trading name of Insurance Factory Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (No. 306164). For mutual security, calls are recorded and may be monitored for training purposes.

